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Kadananka, also called Andy here on the island of Tenerife, is a musician, songwriter, 
keyboardist, guitarist and sound designer who has been known for several years on the 
island. His music direction is Dark Core, Rock, Metal, Electronic, and also quieter soulful 
tones. More then one year the number 1 on the Reverb Nation rock charts of Tenerife, he 
has made a name in Spain and far beyond reaching to the United States.  
 
Born 1959 Kadananka, aka Andy, made his first piano experience in 1964. Brought to 
music by his uncle he first learned flute, sang in the school choir and made in 1975 his first 
experience with the acoustic guitar. His bias of artistic assessed family left him in 1971 set 
up his own school band. Cover songs were played, from Buddy Holly to Bill Haley and the 
interest in other instruments rose steadily.  
 
Harmonica, keyboard and organ came to the list and the heavy metal band "Tindale 
Creek" was born. Through these experiences, he learned to know the industry better, 
devoted himslef to the synthesizer, broke up the band and decided to focus on production 
and studio music.  
 
On a biker meeting in 1988, by chance, the name "Kadananka" was created, samples and 
loops as MIDI master keyboard followed, then electric guitar digitization with converters, 
compositions with their own loops, samples and purchased samples.  
 
Since 1994, the music is created on the PC with various VST and software products, and 
since 2008 is Kadananka online.  
 
Reverbnation is just one example of his success on the Internet, chart positions prove it 
and his music is played over the borders in America in internet radio.  
 
His music direction ranges from rock, metal to electronica and soundtrack, and the goal is 
to address it to all areas of the media production.  
 


